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SPRING CLEANING
By Alyson Denyer
hhh, Spring! When a young man’s
fancy turns to love and a young
woman’s fancy turns to....spring cleaning.
Wait! Stop the presses. Spring cleaning?
Surely I jest. And who asked poet Alfred
Lord Tennyson for his input?
We may not be quite so young anymore, but
many of the men and women I know enjoy
participating at our local senior community
center known as the OPC. They are meeting
new people, attending lectures, luncheons,
the Book Club, or 650 Players productions;
they are taking various classes, exercising,
swimming, gardening, getting creative in the
woodshop, or writing for Vintage Views.
Phew! Spring cleaning is most likely on their
back burner, waiting for a rainy day or two.
Whose idea was all this spiffing up anyway?
Research tells us the Persian New Year
fell on the first day of spring and Persians
practiced “Khaneh Tekahi” which means
“shaking the house.” Iranians continue this
tradition today—everything in the house is
cleaned from top to bottom. Research also
suggests spring cleaning originated with the
Jewish ritual of cleansing their homes prior
to Passover. No leavened or fermented food,
even crumbs, can be left behind during that
week-long holiday. Catholics clean the altar
and related articles on Maundy Thursday
(the day before Good Friday). Greek
Orthodox members still clean thoroughly
during “clean week,” which is the first week
of Lent.
Other countries are ahead of the game:
The Scots and the Irish traditionally do
New Year’s cleaning on Hogmanay, which
is December 31. The Japanese scrub and
polish even earlier in December before
the new year begins.
Homes were heated with coal in years
gone by and spring cleaning was a must.
Everything was coated with a film of soot.
My father was raised with coal heat. Perhaps
that is why he washed all the walls and
windows and even floors when winter
ended, in spite of our gas forced-air furnace.
He waxed the hardwood floors on his hands
and knees with paste wax. My mother
washed all the bedding and curtains and
stretched those flimsy window treatments
on a wood frame outlined with sharp little
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pins. Ouch. As if that weren’t enough,
they were starched and ironed to ruffled
perfection. Let’s say a big thank you for
polyester and other no-iron fabrics!
In even earlier centuries when heat sources
were wood-burning stoves or fireplaces,
the same applied. Windows and doors
were opened to allow spring winds to
whisk out some of the dust. I recall Laura
Ingalls in her “Little House” series singlehandedly addressing spring cleaning by
opening doors, beating rugs, and even
replacing the straw in their bedding while
Ma and Pa were away for the day. Three
cheers for the modern mattress!
ere are a few timely (or not so timely)
tips from 1003 Household Hints and
Work Savers published in 1948:
✓ Rid rooms of stale odors with a bowl of
ammonia left overnight in the room.
✓ Wash fiber brooms occasionally. Hang
upside down. Never set them on the
bristles.
✓ Sprinkle a rug with salt before you
vacuum to sweep out the soot.
✓ Never shake area rugs or you will break
the threads. (Oops, too late!)
✓ Make your own treated dusters by
dipping 18-inch cheesecloth squares in
two cups hot water mixed with 1/4 cup
lemon oil. Squeeze out excess liquid.
Let dry.
✓ Dissolve brown stains on glass
cookware with three tablespoons
baking soda to one quart of warm
water. Let stand for an hour or so.
✓ Soak clothespins in warm soapy water,
then scrub each pin with a stiff brush,
rinse in ammonia water, and dry in the
sun. (Um, I don’t think so.)
Fast forward to today with its multitude of
products which essentially make cleaning
a breeze. With fluffy dusters, all-in-one floor
mopping systems, big washing machines,
and an assortment of chemical dirt removal
inventions to clean virtually everything, who
can say “no” to spring cleaning? (You don’t
have to answer that.)
Personally, I enjoy a limited amount of
spring cleaning, but the latest OPC
Newsletter arrived, full of more interesting
and fun things to do! I’m postponing my
cleaning plans for that rainy day.▼
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Mother Nature was spring cleaning:
every leaf and petal shed great drops of water
dust balls clung to pussy-willow branches
patches of sunshine were scattered everywhere.
The air was different: sweetly sharp and tangy,
as if She had climbed a long flight of stairs
to the topmost reaches of Earth
had thrown open a vast window
let currents of change fan in
allowed herself a moment of contemplation.
One could almost see Her gazing from the window,
silvery hair in a neat bun at the nape of her neck
a white apron flowing from her waist
a look of accomplishment on her face
a look of pleasure.
Perfect! It was exquisitely rendered.
She wanted to carry the entire scene
to the room below
suspend it on the wall
gaze upon the fresh brilliance of color.
But weary. She was unutterably spent;
could not complete one more task.
Simply could not close the window.

Alyson Denyer

Ten years ago, I became an OPC
member and joined the Vintage
Views Committee right away. I
wanted to “rub elbows” with
people who enjoy reading and
writing. It was the right decision!
I welcome the challenge of
choosing and researching a topic
that I hope our readers will find
curious and informative.
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His great-grandmother’s Cookbook
By Kathy Malseed
He is now the owner of his great-grandmother’s Cookbook, passed
down from generation to generation. He received the Cookbook
from his mother.

This is one of his greatgrandmother’s favorite
recipe. Did not have
specific measurements.
Just estimates.

T

he Cookbook is worn and needs repairs on the covers as it had
been used daily in preparing meals. The initial Cookbook was
printed by the Detroit Free Press back in 1922 just before the
Depression and was given to the people of Detroit.

Traditional Newfoundland
Salt Cod Fish Cakes
1-1/2 cups Saltwater Cod
(No Bones)
4 tbsp butter
3 tbsp olive oil
1 medium onion
6 medium potatoes
1 large egg
1/2 cup flour
2 tbsp Savory seasoning
Pepper to taste

When his great-grandmother came to Detroit in 1926 from Nova
Scotia, Canada, with her husband and daughter, they received the
Cookbook. They lived near Corktown in downtown Detroit. Many
of the recipes were as diverse as the population of Detroit at that
time. At the end of the Cookbook blank pages were included.
His great-grandmother wrote in it many of her recipes that she
brought to this country from Canada. Some of these recipes were
with fish such as halibut and mackerel. The fishermen from Nova
Scotia and Cape Breton were known for catching the fish of the
day and families prepared dishes that were tasty and delicious.
These were everyday meals.
His mother was raised in Rochester. She would visit her grandmother
and help prepare the famous Sunday dinners where the food was
enjoyed by many friends and family. These were some of her best
memories of her grandmother. It was her grandmother who taught
her the joy of cooking a delicious meal.

Oh, the stories this Cookbook could tell.▼
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Enjoy!

I became interested in reading the Vintage Views
while volunteering at the OPC library for the past
five years. It was a wonderful experience to read
what many seniors in the community wrote about
their life and enjoy many of the stories that are so
common throughout our lifetime. I joined Vintage
Views September 2021 and encourage everyone to
share some of their memories.

Now her son is one of the chefs at a resort in Jackson Hole, Wyoming,
where he prepares dishes with some of the fresh fish of the day such
as local trout and bass. He adds his own recipes on some of the blank
pages of his great-grandmother’s Cookbook. She would be so proud
of him.

Vintage Views is a quarterly

Soak cod overnight in
water. Drain and flake
removing bones if any.
Cook potatoes in water til
done. Drain. Set aside.
Fry chopped medium onion
til golden in butter and olive
oil. Drain. Add to potatoes
with one beaten egg, flaked
fish, and 1/2 cup flour with
seasoning. Mix all of it
together and mash with fork
or masher.
Take mixture and make
12 medium fish cakes. Fry in
pan with butter and olive oil
til golden brown. Can be served
morning, noon or night.
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Imprisoned in Siberia – Part 1
By Inge Koseck

To be continued in Summer 2022 issue

My father was born in 1900 in Lachau near Pultusk, a German
settlement, 25 miles from Warsaw in Poland. After graduation from
the University of Warsaw, he joined the German 100,000-men army,
which, after a twelve year stint, would guarantee him a government
job for life in Germany. In 1935 he started his civilian profession as
an official of the Internal Revenue Service in Mohrungen, East Prussia,
close to the Polish border. In 1937 my father bought a new car, a
DKW. Early in 1939, my parents bought a subdivision lot, and an
architect started design for a new house. Life was good.

T

hen, abruptly, everything changed. In late summer,
shortly before the Second World War started, my
father was drafted into the infantry. Our car was
confiscated by the Army. We were given a voucher
guaranteeing a free Volkswagen replacement, after a
possible war. On September 1, 1939, on the first day
of the war, his unit crossed the border into Poland and
my father was shot and killed that very day at Melno
near Grudziaz (Graudenz). My mother, brother, and I
were from then on fully supported by the government.
The Governor became my and my brother’s godfather.
On our birthdays we received gifts from him. Our
mother did not have to work. We rented an upstairs
apartment at Georgenthaler Chaussee 6 b, in Mohrungen
and we stayed there until we had to flee.
The 1944/1945 winter was one of the coldest recorded Inge at age 14.
in East Prussia. Temperatures, at times, had fluctuated
between minus 30 and minus 40 degrees Fahrenheit. In January 1945,
the Russian armies approached the borders of our State. The atrocities
of the drunken Russian, Mongolian, Cossack, and Tatar soldiers
were already well known and documented. East Prussia’s population
prepared to evacuate to the west. The streets of Mohrungen were
jammed and plugged with refugees from all over. There were endless
treks of overloaded horse-drawn wagons with farmers and peasants
slowly moved west. The government, however, ordered everyone to
stay and to defend their homeland.
January 22, a Monday. Finally, when the fighting was getting too
loud and too close, we were allowed to leave our home. I had just
turned 15 the month before and my brother was 11 when we packed
our suitcases with the essentials, official papers, clothing, some food
for a day or two, and our meager treasures and jewelry. On that
morning there was a lot of snow and it was bitter cold, -7° F. We
bundled up and, around seven or eight o’clock, walked to the train
station. The station and the platforms were full of people. Between
ten and eleven o’clock a passenger train pulled in and stopped. It was
full of refugees, but we could see that there was room for more.
However, the people inside the train blocked the doors and windows
and prevented anyone from entering. There was no one with authority
to change the situation. The train left and we stood there, freezing.
At noon a Red Cross train arrived. It was loaded with doctors, nurses,
and wounded soldiers from our Herder High School which had been
converted to a field hospital.
At about one o’clock in the afternoon, an immensely long freight train
arrived. It had originated in Osterode, a city southeast of Mohrungen. It
was already nearly full of refugees. We were able to squeeze in and sit
on our suitcases. People who came after us had to stand. The car we
boarded was one of the last. Our friends and neighbors from across the
street, Mrs. Klessen and her four young daughters, were already in the
car. Our train stood there almost all day, waiting for a passing track.
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Against the admonitions of my mother, my inquisitive brother would
run off periodically to investigate the situation, but he kept coming
back to make sure that we wouldn’t leave without him.
It was determined that our train was too long and too heavy to be
pulled by one locomotive so it was split in half. The front section was
able to leave before the Red Cross train was filled. About an hour after
the Red Cross train had left they hooked us up to an engine. Our train
left at 7 p.m. when it was already dark, in the direction of Elbing and
northwest to the Baltic Sea and to the mainland of Germany. But the
sky was deep red from the shooting, fires, and explosions. Our
train moved very slowly. It stopped many times and apparently kept
getting rerouted to adjacent passing rails. Then, suddenly, after we had
traveled about fifteen miles in five hours, the train sped up and shortly
after plowed full force into the stopped Red Cross train.
The Red Cross train had moved very slowly with a lot
of interruptions and without any lighting because it was
repeatedly attacked by Russian planes. About a mile
before the Grünhagen train station it had come to a
complete stop. The engineers of our train had not been
able to see it and were not able to stop. The last cars of
the Red Cross train and the locomotive and first cars
of our train entangled and derailed. A lot of people
were killed, injured, or pinned immediately.
We were jolted around. We were scared and didn’t
know what had happened. Someone outside pushed
open the sliding door and told us to get out. We jumped
out into the deep snow, slid down an embankment into
a seven-foot deep ditch. The temperature was minus ten
degrees Fahrenheit. There was chaos, people screaming,
crying, dying. Some were trying to run. But the snow
was deep. We didn’t know where to go. Mrs. Klessen and we huddled
in a ditch close to an adjacent dairy and sat on wheels of cheese that
were strewn around. We were lucky we had dragged our suitcases
with us, but Mrs. Klessen was alone and hysterical because her four
daughters had disappeared, and she had left her luggage on the train.
Someone told us to go on to the train station; another train would be
summoned to take us to continue our flight. It was past midnight when
we and hundreds of people assembled on the platform. We stood or sat
and froze there all night. No other train appeared. But at dawn two
Russian tanks with soldiers huddled on them and crouching behind
them, were all of a sudden there. They fired their heavy guns, machine
guns, and rifles into the Red Cross train and ours and into the train
station and the people. We, and everybody around us, panicked and
ran around and did not know what to do next. At first, the people
crowding around us vowed to just stay there and be killed. But as
the shooting continued everybody scrambled for cover.
While the shooting was still going on we escaped through deep snow
in the direction of the village of Grünhagen, along the left embankment
of the tracks. Most people had run to the eastern side of the station to
the near woods. The Russians fired on them and hundreds were killed
or wounded. We considered ourselves fortunate and ran for the first
house in sight. We entered and found it already filled with refugees,
and the four Klessen daughters were among them. What a relief!▼

I live in Rochester with my husband
Hans. After raising a family and
caring for three generations of
another family, I retired and in
2012 joined the Older Persons'
Commission. The swimming pool
invited me.
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PORT ONEIDA HISTORICAL TOUR
By Keith M. Kaniut
The Sleeping Bear Dunes are massive
accumulations of sand that tower above
the Lake Michigan shoreline southeast of
the Manitou islands, west of Glen Arbor.
Both islands are visible from the top of
the dunes, and it’s a terrific place to go
with kids or grandchildren who “need
a little exercise” before naps.
ut there’s another interesting tour
nearby for history buffs: the Port
Oneida Rural Historic District. Located
in the Sleeping Bear Dunes National
Lakeshore district, the National Park
Service (NPS) preserves several farms and homesteads to provide a
snapshot of living here from the late 1800s through the mid 1900s
when the last of these farms were abandoned or sold to the NPS.
Carsten Burfiend was the
area’s first European
resident. He arrived in
Buffalo, New York, from
Hannover, Germany in
1846, and traveled by
steamship to North
Manitou Island. His wife
remained in Buffalo while
he built a cabin on the
island and worked as a
fisherman until 1852 when
the mainland was opened
to settlers by the Federal
government. At that point,
Glen Arbor
he purchased 275 acres
west of Pyramid Point and
moved his wife and small
children to the new farm.
Sleeping Bear
Traverse City
Dunes
Carsten continued working
as a fisherman but also
ferried folks from the islands to the mainland. The Burfiends’ first
home on the mainland was a log cabin on the beach. Storms led them
to build a new home on the bluffs overlooking the beach. It was a
tough life. They lost three
sons in the early years to
either pneumonia or
drowning.
In 1855, close friends
(or possibly relatives)
from Hanover—the
Werners—joined them.
Five years later the census
for Pyramid Point listed
87 people, most of whom
were immigrants from
Burfiend Farm—on bluffs
Hanover and Prussia.
Carsten realized that they needed more business in the area for its
survival and that a dock on the shore of his property would help. He
convinced businessman Thomas Kelderhouse of Albany, New York,
to build the dock. Kelderhouse already had ships moving goods
through the Great Lakes. By 1862 the community was selling
cordwood to passing steamships and was named Port Oneida after
one of those first steamships to dock.

B
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Port Oneida had only a few prosperous years before the ships
switched to coal, making the port obsolete. The sandy soil made for
poor farming and the last descendants of the original settlers finally
left in the 1940s when the
National Park Service
purchased the sites.
he tour starts in Empire at
the Park Service Visitors
Center. The provided maps let
you explore over a dozen
beautifully maintained
farmhouses and barns and
their surrounding land. The
tour takes a couple of hours
and includes several optional
hiking trails. Most sights are
visible from your car, but a
semi-walking tour is better.
If you’re really ambitious
you can tour by bicycle.
My wife and I discovered the
Leelanau peninsula one
summer when one of our sons had a soccer camp in Traverse City.
The Homestead Resort in Glen Arbor is on Lake Michigan and has
accommodations to fit any budget. The Crystal River runs through
Glen Arbor out to Lake Michigan for kayaking or canoeing. Both
Glen Arbor and the resort provide lake access and beaches which
we’ve always enjoyed.
We return for the beauty of the fall colors and the peninsula towns of
Suttons Bay, Northport and Leeland and because of fond memories
of visiting the resort with our sons.
This year we discovered another nearby attraction: the Old Mission
Peninsula that projects north from Traverse City and bisects the East
and West bays. This township contains no less than 10 vineyards.
We visited one—Chateau Grand Traverse, established in 1974 by
Mr. Ed O’Keefe, Jr.
Before starting the vineyard, Mr. O’Keefe was an Olympic gymnast
(runner-up), Army Green Beret Special Forces Paratrooper, and New
York City Undercover Narcotics Agent. The rest of his story is here:
(https://cgtwines.com/about/history/)
Center Road runs north-south up the peninsula. Starting along the
east shore it cuts inland about halfway to the north end and runs
along the top of the ridge. This road goes past all the vineyards and
on to the Mission Point Lighthouse
where a beautiful view of the bay,
beach, and a walking trail await you.
These are some of the many things
that bring my wife and me back each
year. If you have grandchildren in
tow, go in the summer and enjoy the
beaches and water and go kayaking
or canoeing. Of course, we also love
this area for its beautiful views,
beaches, and woods. If you can’t
find something to enjoy within
a half hour drive of Glen Arbor or
Traverse City, you’re just not trying!▼

T

For more information: https://www.nps.gov/slbe/planyourvisit/pohistory.htm)

Joyfully married and father of three sons.
Former Navy jet pilot and auto industry
engineer. My love of writing began with
letters to family while in the Navy. Joined
the Vintage Views in 2017 when a medical
adventure provided time to write. Now it’s
a fun hobby!
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Bicycling—an Exercise You Can Enjoy for Life
By Carol Lee

T

he aroma of spring blossoms wafting through the air as you roll
down the trail; the cooling breeze as you peddle in summer’s heat
under a clear, blue sky; the crunch of dried leaves under your tires in
the fall or the glowing
colors in a misty rain;
the rushing water of
a nearby stream—all
of these are part of the
joy and freedom of
bike riding.
Not only does it uplift
your spirits, bike riding
offers many health
advantages. It boosts
strength and heart
Some of our bike group on the
health and helps with
Parc Lineaire in Quebec.
weight loss. It is an
especially good sport for seniors as it is low-impact—gentle on aging
joints—and has been shown to enhance memory, reduce cancer
risk, strengthen bones, and extend longevity. All this, and it’s fun,
especially if you make it a social event.

This trail network is part of a 300-mile system of existing trails and
temporary routing from Lake Huron to Lake Michigan. You can pick
it up at any point and go as far (or half as far, really) as you’re able,
then head back.

B

icycling is an activity you can stick with all your life. I’m part of
a group which has been riding once or twice a week for more than
twenty years. Sharing this pastime has made us close friends. We often
go beyond the Rochester trails to various metroparks, the Clinton
River Heritage Park, Ann Arbor, Grosse Pointe, Grosse Isle, Harsen’s
Island, and Detroit. We’ve taken extended trips to Saugatuck, Grand
Haven, Traverse City, Mackinaw City, the Towpath and Xenia in
Ohio, and points in Canada, including a four-day trip on the Parc
Lineaire in Quebec. A few of us have even ventured on bike trips
in Europe.

Seniors living in the Rochester area are definitely in the right place
to undertake a cycling regimen. We have a set of trails here that rival
great trails anywhere. Three major ones can be accessed right from
the Rochester Hills Public Library: the Paint Creek, the MacombOrchard, and the Clinton River. Converted railroad beds, they

Along Clinton River Heritage Trail in Utica, Michigan.

W
Pausing at the beach in Grand Haven, Michigan.

collectively wind through woods, towns, subdivisions, and cities
and go past streams, orchards, ponds, and fields. They include plenty
of rest areas with benches. Some have restrooms, bike repair stations,
and even Little Free Libraries.
From the library, the Paint Creek Trail goes north to Lake Orion,
about nine miles. From there, a little non-trail maneuvering takes
you to the Polly Ann Trail, which goes up to Leonard. If you go
south from the library, you can head east on the Macomb-Orchard
Trail to Romeo, Armada, and Richmond. Or, you can head west
(same trail, but at Dequindre the name changes to the Clinton River
Trail) and follow it to Opdyke Road. Then, if you detour a few miles
on city sidewalks through Pontiac, you can join the West Bloomfield
Trail, which eventually connects via a sleek new pedestrian bridge
over M-5 in Commerce Township to the Michigan Airline Trail,
which continues another five miles to Wixom.

hen we began riding together, we were all still working. Now
we’re retired and have more flexibility. We adapt to our aging
bodies. Now that some of us are entering our 80s, we have discovered
the advantage of e-bikes. These battery-powered wonders still provide
a robust ride, but the cycler can add various degrees of boost to help
them up those long hills, and they make riding possible even with bad
knees. E-bikes are pricey, but those who use them say they are worth
every penny. And, of course, we all use “comfort bikes,” which have
upright seating and wide, cushioned seats. (Some would say that a
comfortable bicycle seat is an oxymoron, but it’s relative!) One rider
who has an issue with balance now uses a three-wheeled recumbent.
Its low center of gravity and tripod support offer all the confidence he
needs, and it doesn’t seem to compromise his speed or distance. Bikers
find recumbents also offer great back support.
We don’t ride as fast, or as many miles as we once did, but with a little
adaptation we intend to continue to enjoy the exercise, communion
with nature, and fellowship that biking provides for years to come.▼
Fourteen years ago I read that Vintage Views was
looking for proofreaders so I began attending
committee meetings and proofreading issues to
be published. The editors encouraged me to write
articles, and I became hooked. When not writing,
I enjoy bicycling, gardening, singing, volunteering,
and traveling.
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Ragtime is the Right Time to Spend Time with Kerry
By Guest Writer

K

erry Price is a well-known musician
and entertainer. She is often the featured
performer or an attendee. As an attendee,
once featured performers realize she is in the
audience, they acknowledge her and ask if
she is willing to perform a number with them.
Kerry is locally well-known for her torchy,
jazz style of singing, piano playing, and
accompanying sing-a-long. She performs
solo or leading other musicians at the
Greater Detroit Jazz Society “Jazz at Shield’s”
Saturday concerts held in Southfield or at the
Michigan Jazz Festival at Schoolcraft College.
Kerry is a featured performer at the annual
Ragtime Festival in Frankenmuth. Other
ragtime and jazz festival performances include St. Louis (Missouri)
Ragtime Festival, The Bix Beiderbecke Jazz Festival, Davenport,
Iowa; the Jazz Festival in Charleston, West Virginia; Ragtime
Festival, Toronto, Canada, and Grugelfest, Toledo, Ohio. You will
also find her at Pilgrim Congregational Church in Troy, Michigan, as
choir director, organist and pianist.
She also writes and performs one-woman programs of
American music and history, sometimes with audience
sing-along, throughout the Detroit area. Her program
titles include “Shades of Blue” (blue moon to redwhite-and-blue to moody blues) and “So Dear to
My Heart” (heart-filled songs, good for Valentine’s Day) among
many more. She has a solo CD and has recorded several record
albums with area jazz bands: Rich Bloch and the Gaslighters,
Mother’s Boys and Kerry Price, and The Boll Weevil Jazz Band
and Kerry and Friends.
Kerry was born in Louisville, Kentucky. Her mother was a piano
teacher, and her father, a pharmacist, was a “play-by-ear” musician.
Kerry began piano lessons at age five leading to her early years
performing as an accompanist, singer, and cellist.
She graduated with a Bachelor of Music Education degree from
Indiana University Music School in 1960. A teaching job in Mount
Clemens brought her to Michigan and except for two years teaching
in Bloomington, Indiana, she remained in Michigan. Kerry proudly
says, “I am a Michigander!” She retired from teaching middle school

and high school at Detroit Country Day
School in Bloomfield Hills. When asked
if she preferred singing to teaching, she
responded, “It depends on what kind of
day I’ve had!”
For three summers (1963-65), Kerry was
an accompanist at the Interlochen National
Music Camp. In August 1965 she began
to pursue a master’s degree in music
education at the University of Michigan
where she sang in the Madrigal group and
university choir.
Kerry is an active life-member of the Royal
Oak Musicale (ROM), affiliated with the
Michigan Federation of Music Clubs, and
the National Federation of Music Clubs. In early days of membership
of ROM, she served as Director of the Chorus. Currently she serves
on the ROM Board and is a performing member. Pandemic
restrictions of 2020 have halted performing with the Easy Street Jazz
Band at the Zal Gaz Grotto in Ann Arbor, Michigan. She is listed in
Blues Who’s Who, a Biographical Dictionary of Blues Singers.
Over the decades, Kerry has from time
to time been musical director or
pianist in the band for Ridgedale
Players in Troy, Village Players
in Birmingham, and
Stagecrafters in Royal
Oak. She says, “It’s
enjoyable and I like
working in theatre
as time allows me
to combine it with
my church music,
jazz music, and
rehearsals.”
Kerry loves to sing blues and jazz. Kentucky may have its famous
annual horse race, but Michigan has Kerry all year ‘round.▼
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Drummin’ Jazz Jerry McKenzie Style
By Guest Writer
Jazz isn’t just jazz for drummer Jerry
McKenzie, it’s his passion. Everyone
who knows Jerry knows that, and every
jazz lover in Michigan respects Jerry
for that.

Records selections “West Side Story”
and “Adventures in Jazz”. Worldwide
tribute concerts continue to be played to
keep the Kenton sound alive.

Other orchestra accompaniments
erry’s passion for music began early.
included Glenn Miller/Ray McKinley
At the age of three his mother took
orchestra, Jimmy Dorsey/Lee Castle
him to a concert at the Fox Theater
band, and Tommy Dorsey band under
in Detroit, having traveled from
the direction of Bill Tole. McKenzie
Cleveland, to hear renowned drummers
left the Kenton band in 1962. Gone
Gene Krupa and Buddy Rich perform
from sight but not gone from his mind,
a drum battle. He watched others
Kenton reached out to Jerry ten years
including Oscar Peterson on piano,
later with a phone call asking if he
Illinois Jacquet on saxophone, Roy
wanted to come back to the band.
Photo provided by Jerry McKenzie
Eldridge on trumpet, and Ella Fitzgerald,
Two more live albums with Kenton,
vocals, from the Norman Granz Jazz at the Philharmonic (ATP) group
“Live at Butler University” and “Live at Butler University with the
play concerts in Michigan and other states. It was there Jerry declared
Four Freshmen” were the result.
that’s what he wanted to do. What followed were years of professional
Jerry openly wonders how the passion and dreams of a three year old
drum lessons, practice in the basement of the house, performing in the
resulted in his being able to live that dream, playing in the Kenton
school orchestra, drum line, and serving as captain of the marching
Orchestra. He says he can’t find the words to describe it.
band.
Visiting artists like Mel Torme, Rosemary Clooney and Maureen
Jerry was encouraged by his second music teacher to “just be yourself
McGovern have sung to the beat of Jerry’s drums. Steve Lawrence,
and find your own style of playing.” He eventually found the style that
Eydie Gorme and composer conductor Michel Legrand are among
is uniquely his. He had it in his
the other famous artists Jerry performed with. Local artists also
mind that he had to “stay the
have the pleasure of being in the presence of this jazz luminary as he
course” in order to do what he
sits behind the tools of his trade. At the 2016 Michigan Jazz Festival,
wanted in playing the drums.
Jerry was honored with a Salute that began with “Every jazz lover in
Jerry realized he was in the
this town loves Jerry McKenzie. You know Jerry. You know his
music business as a career when
boundless enthusiasm for jazz musicians and jazz listeners.”
he played with the Sammy
A new drum set purchased a few years ago provided a humorous
“D” (Dinardo) quintet. That’s
surprise for this seasoned music veteran. A friend told him the color
when he knew he hit it big.
was white grape sparkle. The unpacking of the drums made him do
It was a very prominent group
a double take. He thought he was getting a pearl-like white color.
at the time and appeared on a
No, what he got was shiny, neon green. The McKenzie sound is
Saturday television show for an extended period of time. Frequent
memorable and now, so is the color of this latest set of drums.
performances with this group built up his experience.
Those who love jazz have valued the opportunity to hear Jerry
Years of playing with various groups eventually led to an opportunity
perform. The “beat of retirement” beckons—which is a new sound
to play with the Stan Kenton Orchestra in the 1950s and 1960s. Jerry
for him.▼
took over on the drums from a good friend. It was with the Kenton

J

Orchestra that he earned Grammy Awards performing on the Capital
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THE OAK TREE
By Vera Rhine

T

he ancient oak tree stood at the edge of the
forest. Its branches were bent and broken
from storms long forgotten. The young trees
that grew up around him were all his offspring.
They supported him when the winds grew
strong for they loved him and admired him,
and they knew that in his huge old trunk was
the wisdom of the ages.

As the days slowly grew shorter and the nights grew cooler, he would
have one last glorious celebration of color. Slowly his leaves would
fall to the ground, and it was time for sleep again. The birds gathered
in flocks for their yearly migration south, except for a few that could
withstand cold.
The Old One would stand guard at the edge of the forest, rest, and
dream of Spring.▼

Now it was winter time, and the old one slept and dreamt of spring.
Then his sap would rise again and he would come to life as he had so
many times in the past. The buds on his branches would burst open
with new life and soon they would turn into shiny, green leaves. Then
the snowbirds would come back to sit in his branches and tell of their
adventures in warmer climes. The rains would come, and the sun
would shine. Life would start anew. Soon the days would grow hot
and all the forest creatures would take comfort in his shade.

I used to enjoy writing Christmas Stories
for my grandchildren. Occasionally I would
write about something in nature that really
inspired me like “The Ice Storm” or “A trip
to see the Giant Redwoods in California”. It’s
fun to see them published so I can share them
with friends and family.

OVERDUE THANKS TO COACH COLL
...From the fat kid at the far end of the bench
(This tribute was delivered to a now89-year-old coach by his 67-year-old
former benchwarmer and then published
in the Centerline Board of Education’s
newsletter to illustrate how teachers and
coaches touch lives.)
By William (Bill) Pilchak
Because no one
ever got cut
from the football
program, there
were probably
forty kids on the
1967 and 1968
Wolfe Junior
High School
football teams
in Centerline,
Michigan. So,
coach Pete Coll,
Coach Coll
I perfectly
understand that demands on your time likely
precluded a precise understanding of why
I was on your team.
As our gym teacher, you may have known
that I didn’t participate in gym class in
seventh grade (or fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades before I came to Wolfe) because of
a rheumatic fever diagnosis that not only
meant that physical exertion could cause
heart valve damage, but which had packed
on poundage over the years that lowered my
self-esteem.
You might have noticed the absence of a
father in my home, since no dad ever came
to my games, and my Uncle Ed brought me
to the end-of-the year father-son banquet.
But you probably didn’t know that I learned
football from a library book once my

physician finally cleared the way for exercise.
Nor did you likely know that my decision to
make a team that never cut any player was
the first step of a chubby adolescent toward
manhood.
I don’t know if you noticed the pounds
falling off as I squatted, thrusted, pushed
up, and leg-lifted my way through practice
sessions. After all, you were guiding more
talented athletes toward high school and
collegiate play, one of which became a star
receiver at my own alma mater, Central
Michigan University (CMU). And, as I recall,
you were shepherding us through two no-loss
seasons, where our greatest disappointment
was that an opponent had finally scored a
point against us—in what, our seventh game
of the season? But in the end, those sweat
sessions eventually trimmed me down.
Coming onto the team after four years of not
working out, learning the game from a book,
and having no coach at home, I recognized
I would never be much of a lineman. But the
very best coaches know they are charged with
the development of young men, and you did
find a place for me on that team. As I was
only on the field during competitive play
after the game was well in-hand, you charged
me with keeping and reporting performance
running and passing statistics on the gridiron.
That led to official “score-keeper” duties
during basketball season, with only one
minor disaster.

C

oach Coll, I’m reporting in to tell you
that whether you know it or not you
were a significant factor in my development
into an adult. “Making” your team (that never
cut players) was the first significant goal that
I set for myself and then achieved.

I went on to set and achieve many, many
others. I did pretty well, in the end. I’m
setting fewer goals, now that I have retired,
but I have always remembered that first step.
I was pleased to see that you were inducted
into the Michigan High School Football
Coaches Hall of Fame in 1985 and then
won the 1997 Jim
Crowley award, which
is not determined by
the win-loss column,
but rather by the
values and principles
that are taught to the
young people whom
we all serve. You
deserve it.
I just might be your best example of instilling
strength, values, and principles in even those
on the bench. Although I am quite sure that
your won/loss ratio was enviable, more
importantly you taught me values and
principles that I carried and used the rest of
my life. You helped me learn that by digging
in and digging deep, one can muster the
fortitude to dig out of a hole, break out of
a shell, and transcend to the next, then the
next level to be the best one can be.
I have never forgotten your role in my life.
Before we are both gone from this world,
I wanted to thank you for being my coach.
I have often wondered how it all would
have turned out if I had failed to make
your team.
▼
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We Dames of the Round Table
By Nancy Knitter

T

he Legendary King Arthur had his Knights of the Round Table:
Sir Lancelot, Sir Percival, Sir Bors de Gaunnes, Sir Galahad,
and Sir Gawain to name a few. The Dames (female equivalent of
Sir in Knighthood) have no castle, armor, steed, nor squire.
We gather at a worn, round, wooden table to play games and cards.
All are blessed with wisdom from many years and experiences. Yes,
the Dames are senior ladies ranging in age from 75 to 98.
...Dame Virginia is the oldest. SkipBo (a sequence game with quick
thinking strategy) is her favorite game, and she has won the most
games. She brings her dish of Hershey’s Kisses to most of the
gatherings.
...Dame Reva is witty and friendly to all who stop to visit. As the
keeper of the cards and games, she is the expert player at Rummy Q
(a game played with tiles that must be matched by color and
combinations). This game provides a lot of brain exercise. She can
spot a combination in a minute from across the table.
...Dame Josephine brings the gift of song and lyrics of many favorite
old tunes. Just begin any song, and she can remember all the lyrics as
she sings along. We enjoy the Italian cookies she shares with us. Her
contribution to the games is an automatic card shuffler. This prevents
the group from playing 52 Card Pick-up off the floor.
...Dame Arna was born in Norway and later educated in Paris
and London before coming to the United States. She shares the
experiences of her youth growing up in German-occupied Norway.

...Dame Rebecca still has a little bit of a
southern accent from her youthful days in
Georgia. She is a whiz at backing her car
into her carport as well as cleverly
transporting her purchases on her walker. She studies the game board
and quietly places her cards strategically.
...Dame Nan is the story-teller and jokester, perhaps needing to tone
it down a bit. (But we do love the noise and laughter!)

A

s play begins, snippets of wisdom, advice, encouragement, and
laughter begin to float around the table. The fingers sometimes
fumble and numbers are misread, but loving assistance is given to
those whose eyes have grown dimmer. The canes and walkers are
parked in the corner of the room as the conversations address events
of the day. Pictures of great-grand babies, nieces, and nephews
circulate around the worn-edged oak table. As cards are dealt and
game pieces selected, comparisons of the world in their youth with
the present challenges of aging prove their resilience and optimism.
The ladies of the Round Table are strong of will, trustworthy in deed,
and compassionate of heart. Truly worthy of the title Dame.▼
I started writing for the Vintage Views thirteen years ago.
I love to tell stories with a humorous twist or those that
touch the heart. I look at everyday life experiences from
a slightly different view and share them with the reader.
My husband, who was a writer, encouraged me to give it
a try and here I am—still enjoying the creative experience.
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Fitness & Aquatics News
Mandy Mullins

Heidi Ibarra

By Kathy Malseed

By Kathy Malseed

andy joined the OPC team
in April 2021 as the Fitness
and Aquatics Supervisor and then
took on the Manager role in
July. She chose the OPC in large
part because of its mission to
advance active and healthy living
for the 50+ community and as
Mandy says, “ways to keep people
moving,” Mandy adds, she “loves
the atmosphere here.”

eidi joined the OPC staff in
September 2021 as a full time
Fitness & Aquatics Supervisor.

M

H

She is married and has three daughters. Away from the OPC, Mandy
enjoys being a volunteer managing the soccer team of one of her
daughter’s and with the Optimist Club of Auburn Hills.
Pursuing a career in teaching, she attended Eastern Michigan
University only to discover programming special events much more
appealing. During her career, Mandy went on to receive a Social
Science degree at Ashford University while Executive Director at
ART of Leadership Foundation. Most recently, she was with the
Auburn Hills Parks and Recreation Department for seven years
where she became a Certified Parks and Recreation Professional.
Mandy always played sports growing up and wants to help others
achieve their goals for a healthy, active lifestyle. She enjoys
working with her team at the OPC and looks forward to achieving
goals through hard work and team spirit! We welcome her and look
forward to many great days ahead.▼

She admires the wide variety
of offerings at the OPC that
provides members opportunities
to participate in their favorite
activities. Heidi says, “Every day
this job is very rewarding and
fulfilling, especially teaching adults
to swim—it’s never too late.”
Heidi is a life-long Michigander, born in Dearborn and growing up
in Southgate. She graduated from Eastern Michigan University with
a bachelor’s degree in recreational therapy and is currently studying
remotely for her masters of sports administration at The University
of Miami in Florida.
Heidi loves to travel; this past summer her love of nature brought
her to Puerto Rico to hike through the only United States Rainforest.
She has two dogs that are great friends. One dog is a rescue pit bull
named Lana and the other an Australia shepherd named Archer that
Heidi received from a family friend as a puppy.
Sports have always been part of Heidi’s life and during college she
began volunteering at sports tournaments and working at multiple
fitness facilities. She enjoys many team sports and sees the benefits
for everyone, regardless of age. Watch for Heidi around, and of
course in the OPC pool!▼

Check Us Out And Find The
Program For You
By Heidi Ibarra and Mandy Mullins

W

e are very excited to plan and facilitate all the
wonderful fitness and aquatics programs for
members. There are programs here for everyone in
the two pools, full size gym, and fitness rooms. We
currently offer a wide variety of classes both on
land and in the water allowing members of all fitness
Walk-a-Thon
Badminton in Action
levels to achieve their goals. For members that are just
starting out on their fitness journey, we offer programs such as our
upstairs walking track with some of the cardio equipment is a great
weight room orientation and personal training to help get a plan set
no-fee way for all of our members to keep moving all year round.
in place. For those who enjoy a little friendly competition, we have
If members are looking for a specific program or class, they can find
a variety of activities offered throughout the week like pickleball,
all of our offerings on the OPC website under “Fitness and Aquatics”
basketball, volleyball, table tennis, badminton, and billiards. Our
or in the current month’s newsletter.

Aqua Zumba

Boxing Fit

The OPC Fitness & Aquatics team wants to ensure that all
of our members feel safe while pursuing their fitness and
recreation goals. Safety is our #1 priority, and our #1 goal
is that all the OPC staff are prepared to respond quickly and
appropriately to any emergency that may arise. The Fitness &
Aquatics staff continue to keep their skills sharpened with
quarterly trainings to keep members safe at the pool, in the
gym, and on the fitness floor. A close second to safety is fun!
We want every member to enjoy their time here while they
reach their personal goals. We would love to see our members
participate in the many fitness and aquatics programs, so come
check us out and find the right program for you!▼
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OPC Photography Club — Winter CHALLENGE Winner
Vesturhopsvatn Lake by Roy Goldsberry

T

hank you to everyone who took
part in our winter/holiday photo
challenge. There were many fantastic
entries with some awe-inspiring
photography.
Congratulations to winner Roy
Goldsberry for his photo titled
Vesturhopsvatn Lake. This image,
along with his additional submission
of Breidamerkurjokull Ice Cave can
be viewed on the OPC website and
Facebook.
Roy is a retired chemical engineer,
married with two adult sons. He has
lived in Rochester Hills since 1998,
and now enjoys traveling to scenic
places in the United States and
abroad to take landscape photos.
He particularly enjoys national
parks, mountains, canyons, and
lakes. For Roy, photography is a way
to preserve and share his experiences
of visiting these places of natural
beauty.▼
Vesturhopsvatn Lake in Iceland.

Reflections
By Maryann Blodgett Wilshere

Memories
Some things are expected…
memories are not,
they simply come.
Enjoying them for them…
treasured paths of life
forming who I am.
Then continuing life and more
memories-making moments.

Melodics
Share music.
Share life.
Share self.

Winter Morn
Ahhh a just-being moment
sitting in our sunroom
Bright sun beaming
over my shoulder…
Nuthatches flitting about
bushes to trees to bushes…
Squirrels miraculously finding
nuts under snow.

Gardening
Joys from Nature
Gifts of tired muscles
Overflowing senses
Colors beaming
Sounds surrounding
Aromatics releasing
Sensations comforting
Simply being
Blessed

Retirement…
Is it like Saturdays
or Vacation Days
For me, it is like every day
is a vacation day!
Getting to decide
what doing for each.
Doing more of what I enjoy!

January in Michigan
Grateful for warm home and snuggling with
love of my life.
And grateful for spring, summer, and autumn
every snuggle, every day.

Warmth
Oh what a cozy feeling.
Oh what a wonderful joy.
Putting on clothes from the dryer.
On this wintery morn.
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My New Glasses
By Sam Seabright
No, not drinking glasses or looking glasses but
eyeglasses, spectacles, brillen.

Not so simple was the selection of frames. I
prefer going to a local vision center and have
them provide and fit new glasses. The very nice
manager, Rachel, offered to provide a selection
of frames, but I had a few curve balls to throw
at her.

T

he first step was to have my eyes checked
by an eye doctor, an optometrist. By the
way, the word optometrist comes from the
Greek language, and means optic-measuring.

I already wore a pair of glasses that I liked very
much. Also, I wear hearing aids, and these
glasses had very good earpiece springs, which
are useful to pin back my hearing aids when
needing to bend forward to do anything. Rachel
did not stock that particular brand, so I asked
her to special order them. After some research
she found them online, and determined that the
size and design of the frame accommodated the
lens prescription.

He had me look at a distant Snellen chart—you
know, the one with the big “E that looked very
fuzzy to me, including some blurry lines
beneath the E when viewed from 20 feet.
The doctor swung a complicated-looking
gadget in front of me and flipped some lenses,
and the chart cleared up. As he kept flipping
the lenses, the lines on the chart became more
and more clear until I could see at my
maximum ability. Then he checked for
astigmatism, a visual distortion.
Using all this information, I left with his
prescription for both my lenses—like “eye
medicine” I don’t have to swallow, simply
have lenses made.

I

took my prescription home and looked up eyeglasses on the
internet to get an idea of availability and costs. I once did buy
glasses on the internet, but it is like buying shoes—you are missing
the fine points of fitting and adjustment, and are dealing with
computers, a less-than-satisfying experience.

Another curve ball was that we both had to
wear masks—a requirement for any “medical
facility,” of which optometry stores are
designated. This is a problem for me: I have
very poor hearing and need to lip read! Not a
problem for her, she wrote her questions and comments on scraps of
paper so we could communicate. Wonderful! I ordered the new
glasses. They would be available for fitting in about three weeks.

B

ack at the optometrist’s after a few weeks, I was greeted by
Melissa who brought me my new glasses, in a beautiful case,
with a micropore cloth to clean them. We communicated mostly
by mumbles or hand signals, no writing on scraps of paper. I tried
on the glasses, and Melissa noticed that they slid down on my nose.
She went behind me, took off the glasses, and adjusted them. Then
she took my old glasses, cleaned them, and adjusted them too. Great
experiences. Great service!▼
This article is not to be construed as providing legal, medical or
any other kind of advice. It merely tells about my viewpoint or
experience. –Sam Seabright

Know The Angles Puzzle
By Sam Seabright
Two figures MAN and GAL are osculating about a point.
To determine if GAL is compatible with MAN, the shape of GAM
should be acute and the path of NAG is obtuse. To avoid errors,
MAN should be on LAM and not LAG.
Osculating has at least two, possibly three, meanings in the puzzle:
1. Geometric lines touching.
2. Persons kissing.
3. Turning or rotation.
All are clues to solving the puzzle.
Put the correct letters
in the boxes. There are
four possible solutions.
Can you find them all?

Answers on page 18.
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More Adventures in Hearing
By Bill Mihalic
Awhile back I wrote about my experiences with
hearing aids (“Can You Hear Me Now?” Vintage
Views, June 2019). That title, borrowed from the
commercial for a mobile phone service, reflects
the frustration of trying to communicate with
people who have difficulty hearing.

M

y rambling, ranting article explained that the struggling
listeners experience a lot of frustration too. My answer to the
specific question in the commercial “Can you hear me now?” could
be summarized in just a few words: Yeah…sort of…sometimes…but
not always.
Now, with a new set of hi-tech hearing aids that have more audio
settings than the control booth in Studio A at Hitsville U.S.A., my
response is: Hear what? Because, it depends…

Hearing Everyday Conversations…
Yes, for everyday hearing, my new devices—with a different design
and updated technology—offer a significant improvement in audio
comprehension. My “% received” might be better than that of a
Detroit Lions wide receiver, but to carry that analogy a bit further,
it still depends a lot on the quality of the pass. Just sayin’.
My new hearing aids, like the previous ones, are Receiver-In-Ear
(RIE) types, in which the tiny output speaker is in the ear canal.
(No, I can’t explain why they refer to the
speaker as a receiver.) But while the old
design had the pick-up microphones only in
the behind-the-ear housing, the new hearing
aid design places an additional microphone
in the ear canal so sounds can be picked up
Ear Canal
in the same natural setting as the eardrum.
Ear drum
additionally, the receiver and microphone are
now housed in a custom-molded ear canal insert.
My hearing is noticeably better, although I really think much of the
improvement comes from being able to adjust more settings—either
through multiple pre-sets or real-time adjustments for unique
situations. In addition to volume (left and right), I can also adjust
tuning (infinitely variable bass, mid-range, and high), the angle of
reception (narrow forward focus or wide range side-to-side), as well
as various levels of noise filtering, wind filtering, and speech clarity.
And, the audiologist had even more parameters, apps, and computer
power available for programming the initial settings.

Hearing Televised Sports, Programs and Movies…
Yes, when watching TV I can now understand just about everything
being said, but getting to that point took a lot of research, a carefully
selected sound system, and a whole lot of fine-tuning. (Actually, the
term “fine-tuning” might mistakenly imply a precise, scientific
method of finding the optimum settings. I should probably say
random fiddling.)
As with previous generation hearing aids, phone calls connected to
the hearing aids via Bluetooth are still crystal clear. That stream-tothe-hearing-aid approach could also be used to hear dialog on TV
via a Bluetooth transmitter attached to the output of the television.
Alternatively, one could use ear buds in place of hearing aids, or
headphones over the hearing aids.
But those solutions, that essentially place the sound at my ear or
actually pump it into my ear canal, demand compromise. I’d hear
spoken words more clearly, but I’d miss the 3-D effect of a home
theater set up with surround sound, and I’d miss that rib-thumping,
earth-shaking bass that lets me not just “watch” an event, but
“experience” it.

I kept those concerns in mind when I started to look for audio-video
upgrades for our “media room,” which is really just an unused corner
of the basement, furnished with a threadbare futon and an obsolete
decades-old rear-projection television.
Initially, I thought I could get “all-in-one” excellence with a good
quality flat screen TV that had integrated speakers and an available
“speech enhancement” setting, so that’s what I bought. Unfortunately,
there were audio shortcomings: Although the speech enhancement
mode did make dialogue a bit more intelligible, there were no other
audio settings to further fine-tune the dialog. Further-more, the
absence of surround sound was a noticeable negative and the low
frequency thumping of a subwoofer just wasn’t there.
So, I began to learn about sound systems and, in particular, sound
bars—those elongated contraptions the width of a TV that house
several speakers. First, I checked with the hearing aid folks to see if
any sound bars were particularly good or bad for use in conjunction
with hearing aids. I was able to learn…nothing. So, I did some online
digging on sound bars to see if those experts could shed light on sound
bar + hearing aid performance, and I learned…nothing. I was on my
own. (In most of my “on my own” stories, this is typically the point
where someone says, Oh, you should have asked me; I could have
given you the answer…given you a discount…given you my cousin’s
phone number…)
I settled on one particular brand because 1) the audio products had
good reviews from people who know that kind of stuff, 2) the
company’s website specifically emphasized the importance of
delivering clear dialog, 3) I wanted all the features and adjustability
available in case I needed them (and if I ever learned what they were
all for), and 4) rear speakers and subwoofers were available to be
added to an integrated system if I needed them, and I did.
By using the sound enhancement feature and fiddling with the
numerous settings available on the audio system and the hearing aids,
I could hear well enough to dispense with those previously
indispensable closed captions. (Even when parts of a dialog are very
clear, my eyes seem to invariably be drawn to the text, and miss the
action on the screen.) The ultimate success: watching a Formula 1
race on TV and being able to understand heavily-accented British
announcers shouting excitedly (albeit politely) to be heard above the
roar of the cars.

And Seeing the Irony…

B

ecause of the unique design of these new hearing aids, including
the molded ear inserts and the microphone-in-ear approach,
I hear my own voice as somewhat muffled and unmodulated, like I
just climbed out of a swimming pool and my ears are still a bit waterlogged. The audiologist says she could change the settings to partially
alleviate that annoyance, but then other people’s speech would be
less clear.
Therefore, she recommends leaving everything
as is because, after all, I always know what I’m
saying (or so she thinks). And that seems to
be the ultimate irony: After all that research,
investment, and fine-tuning, the only person
I can’t hear clearly…is me.▼
My entire career was in the auto industry, but
at age 55 I got the itch to write comedy, which
became an enjoyable side job (when I got paid)
and hobby (when I didn’t). In 2019 I joined the
Vintage Views—a great opportunity to pursue
my favorite topic: the serious and humorous
trials and tribulations of seniors.
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The Water Powered Mills of Avon Township, now Rochester and Rochester Hills
Contributed by Pat McKay
Written by Deborah J. Remer
(Original research utilizing the archives at the Rochester Hills Museum at Van Hoosen Farm)

W

hy was Rochester’s location selected
as the first settlement in Oakland
County? The answer is easy—water power!

Milling Arrives
Early settlers to Rochester used the Clinton
River, first known as the Huron River, to
access the interior regions of the Michigan
Territory. The settlers followed the Clinton
River until they arrived at the confluence of
what became known as Paint Creek. Many
of these early settlers (1815-1825) came
from Cayuga County, New York, and
traveled here on the Erie Canal.
Before electricity, water was the only
source of power that could be used to
power machinery needed in every early
settlement—after horses, oxen, and
manpower. The first water-powered mills
were sawmills that were used to make
lumber from the forests that needed to be
cut for cabins and agriculture.
Once the trees were removed, some of these
mills were converted to planing mills to
finish the lumber and then to turning mills to
make furniture. As the land was cleared and
grains were grown, grist and flour mills
were built.
Once crops could be planted sheep were
raised, providing yet another milling
opportunity. Wool carding allows weaving
and knitting industries to be established.
Over time, plaster mills, paper mills, and
even a sugar mill came to Rochester.
The mills need swiftly flowing streams and
Rochester had plenty! Paint and Stoney
Creeks both drop over fourteen feet per mile.
The Clinton River drops over seven feet
per mile.

The Mills
This list is a small sampling of mills once
located in our community. It is difficult to
track these mills because of multiple changes
in ownership and the names of the mills.
Hersey-Russell Sawmill / Griggs and
Taylor Distillery / Larned Distillery /
Willcox Distillery / Eureka Mill /
Wilson Mill / Neeley Mill
Paint Creek, opposite the end of Walnut
Street. The Paint Creek Mill was:
Rochester’s first mill, the second in Oakland
County, on the first public land purchase in
Michigan. This was owned by John Hersey,
Alexander Graham, William Russell, and
Benjamin Woodworth.

Detroit Sugar Company / Factory / Mill
Paint Creek north of Woodward (Sugar
Street.) Built-in February 1899, it was also
known as the “Castle on the Rhine.” All
brickyards within a fifty-mile radius were
contracted to produce the bricks for this five
story brick and steel structure which covers

twenty acres including the dam, beet sheds,
and pulp yards. The mill lasted for five years
until a federal tariff bill was rescinded,
putting the price of Cuban sugar so low
that this mill could not compete.
Mack Grist-Flouring Mill / Barnes
Brothers / Peninsular Paper / Rochester
Paper / King-Seeley Thermos / James River
Corporation / Specialty Coating Group /
Custom Paper Group D / Specialty
Paperboard Inc. / Fiber-Mark-Rochester
Clinton River at Mill and Second Streets.
This mill became the Barnes Brothers Mill
after their purchase in 1864. They remodeled

the mill in 1867, installing paper-making
machines. After a fire in 1875, it was rebuilt
for $28,000 including a slate roof. Steam and
water power were both used to produce the
paper. In 1879, the Grand Trunk railroad
transported wood pulp in and products out.
Mack Sawmill
This mill was built in 1823 by Almon Mack
and lasted only a short while. Planks for the
Pontiac Jail were made here.
Newberry Flour Mill
Milo P. Newberry opened his flour mill in
1858. Milo was the son of Seneca Newberry,
a town merchant.
Newberry Sawmill
Northeast quarter of Section 14. Milo P.
Newberry, also opened this sawmill
producing lumber in 1858. It can be found
on the plat maps for 1872 and 1896, but
not on the 1908 map.

Norton Sawmill
Clinton River at Main Street. This sawmill
was operated by Gad Norton from 1824
to 1837.
Nye’s Mill
Clinton River. This mill operated as a saw
and cider mill from about 1896 to 1908. The
first advertisement for the mill appeared in
the Rochester Era in 1904.
Niles Flouring Mill / Richardson Wool
Carding and Dressing Mill / Rochester
Woolen Mill / Western Knitting Mill /
Bradley Knitting Mill
Between East Third and Fourth Streets on
Paint Creek. The Rochester Woolen Mills
was operated by Samuel H. Richardson, with
twelve employees, and was the largest
woolen mill in America. By the early 1900s,

there were five hundred employees making
wool gloves, mittens, and hosiery—onehundred-thousand pairs per year. With
additional workers needed, several sources
were investigated. The Methodist minister,
Reverend William Collycott, went to his
hometown, Calumet, Michigan, in the Upper
Peninsula to bring unemployed women to
the mill. Other women were encouraged to
immigrate from Ireland and Belgium, leading
to the establishment of St. Andrew Catholic
Church in 1912 in Rochester.
To learn more about water-powered mills,
please visit the Rochester Hills Museum at
Van Hoosen Farm, open on Fridays and
Saturdays, 12:00–3:00 p.m. from March to
December.
You can purchase the Museum’s publication
“The Water-Powered Mills” at the OPC
Gift Shop and the
Rochester Hills
Museum.▼
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Casino Trip

One Banana, Two Banana

P
o
e
t
r
y

Roger was standing over by the door
"What do you need? I'm going to the store"
"Bananas I replied" I should have said "FOUR!
That's all we can use, don't get any more"
I should have said " Not too ripe, not too green"
Why didn't I specify and say what I mean?
Roger is smiling to beat the band
Holding a banana bag in each hand
"Guess what was on sale - a bag for a buck"
"What did you do? Buy out the truck?"
Two bags of bananas, maybe eighteen or twenty
Were the kids at home, it would be plenty
We ate two bananas and looked at the pile
No matter what, they would be here awhile
He's proud of his bargain, I can't make a fuss
Use them today, tomorrow they'll be mush
I laughed until the tears ran down my face.
There are too many bananas for this place!

The valet met us at the door on a rainy day in March
Her uniform was clean and full of starch
We headed for the entrance in hopes of winning
On the floor people could be heard shouting
The man next to me was playing the slot
The one on my right, his luck was going from cold to hot
Uncle Norm could be seen at the Craps table
Along with the others who seemed just as capable
Mary was playing her quarters in threes
As if her money was growing on trees
We were all ahead when we took a break
And dined at the buffet that included ice cream and cake
We met back later in the day
And left with some of our cash anyway
Back to the valet where we started out
Still with dreams of hitting it big and being able to shout
Michael Flannery

Jean Waid
Yes, we have more bananas

C
o
l
l
e
c
t
I
o
n

We have more bananas today!!
…Does it get any better than this?

There are no more…
Racing in the streets; Smoking Winston cigarettes
School yard fights; Late nights
Eight tracks; Distortion of facts
Black and white TV; Buffalo Bob, Howdy Doody
54 Ford convertible with the diamond in the window
Pushing that car, pop the clutch, start in heavy snow
Josh White Jr’s. folk songs at Raven gallery
Vietnam War for us to rally
‘67 Riots, stores and landscape burning in view
Watching tanks roll down Woodward Avenue

My Sister, Amy Lou

Buddy Holly, Richie Valens, Big Bopper gone to rest
Motown sound at its best

Hadn’t been fer Amy Lou, I don’t know where I’d be,
She learn’t me all m’ manners an’ t’ talk right properly.
I had a nawful habit when we’d eat, an’ it’s no fable,
Of proppin’ both m’ knees about two inches ‘bove the table.
I couldn’t figger out why that ‘ud rouse such consternation,
Mighta been cuz all the dirt from marbles I’d been playin’.
It always caught her ire, though, I’d do it just in spite,
T’ hear her wail t’ Mom an’ Dad, “Make him sit up right!”
She always speaked good English, guess that’s why I talk this way,
It drove her near half crazy c’rectin’ every word I’d say.
No doubt about it, it’s an art, bein’ small an’ gettin’ even
At fussy bigger sisters fer the trouble that they’re bein’.
Me an’ her, we’ve both growed up an’ get along jus’ fine.
I s’pose it’s ‘cuz I’m perfec’ now, er jus’ she’s give’ up tryin’.

Pick up softball games on Belle Isle
Account ledgers so many to file

Robert Lytle

Listening to those who don’t know
Hustling to put on a good show

Being the little brother to a perfect older
sister can be exasperating for each.

Trolling for Walleye down the Detroit River
Detroit Shopping News to deliver
Gas tanks on empty; Good and Plenty
Teeth without bridges; Assets with hedges
Party stores selling baseball cards
Broken windows with those jagged shards
Fractures to be mended; Classes being attended
Winter snowball fights; Late night business flights
Cold dinners on the stove; Work stories to be told
Long passes to be thrown; 45 records to own
Breaking 90 for 18 holes; Shoes with holes in soles
On-call all night; Compromising the good fight

Skipping Sunday Mass
Looking through rose color glass
Announcer Ernie Harwell
Trick or treating with my cowbell
“No mores” could go on and on
Days of yesteryear have come and gone
Michael Flannery
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Dog Daze
By Michael Flannery
Throughout our 55 years of marriage, we have had seven dogs plus
our current springer spaniel, Kelly. Perhaps some of these stories will
resonate with other dog owners.

W

hen we were first married, my wife worked part time at Channel
56 while working on her teaching degree. One day she asked
me to meet her at the station—she had two puppies that she rescued.
I remember driving home with both dogs crawling all over the
passenger floor of our car.
We gave one of the dogs to our landlord, and the
other dog we kept. We named ours Pooky. She
was a mixed black lab and a wonderful dog. I can
remember taking her on walks without a leash (not
sure there was a leash law back then) on East Outer
Drive. We eventually had to give Pooky up so my
father-in-law took her in for a while, and we had
many chances to visit her. The only incident with
Pooky was when she ate my father-in-law’s partial
plate. Even after that, he still wouldn’t give her up.
Our second dog was Snowball, a white terrier mix. Pooky, a mixed
My wife was going to the Humane Society but
black lab
before she entered, a lady was bringing in her dog
that she could no longer care for. My wife offered to take the dog and
never made it into the Humane Society. Snowball was a great dog
and precious to our children.
We then had a beagle that we named Floppy, and she was kind to the
family. Eventually, we gave her to a policeman who wanted to use
her for hunting rabbits. She was very happy there too.
Our fourth dog was a liver and white English springer spaniel named
Brandy, a very good family dog. I will never forget
my wife’s tears of happiness in the car as we drove
Brandy home from a breeder in Metamora. Our
fenced backyard didn’t stop Brandy as she could
climb and/or jump the four-foot fence. Springer
spaniels always have their nose to the ground; one
afternoon was an interesting day involving a skunk
catastrophe. Then there was the day I blew out my
Brandy, an
knee doing a 180 when I stepped over Brandy just
English springer
as she got up.
Our next dog was Buddy a black and white English springer spaniel
that we adopted through my brother-in-law’s friend, a veterinarian.
When asked if we would rescue a stray—of course we would! At the
same time, our son had a mixed lab named Tequila that he had adopted
while attending college. He was eventually unable to have the dog on
campus and Tequila then became our dog. She was the best
frisbee catcher ever. One day she got loose and my wife ran down the
street yelling “Tequila, Tequila” hoping the neighbors didn’t think she
wanted a drink. On a walk one morning, my wife fell in a wooded area
near our house, breaking her leg—Tequila stayed by my wife’s side
until help arrived. Getting back to Buddy, he became my wife’s
sister’s dog in Arkansas where he lived a long life.
Our next and current dog is a black and white English springer spaniel
named Kelly. She is now thirteen years old and sleeps a lot but is still
very strong and will do anything for a treat. During a visit to the vet,
it was mentioned that we brush Kelly’s teeth and use a little peanut
butter on the toothbrush. Well, Kelly loves peanut butter so my wife
followed the vet’s instructions and brushed Kelly’s teeth but Kelly
wouldn’t give up the toothbrush. She bit it and swallowed a good
portion of it. We saw no signs of the toothbrush the next day and

headed to the vet. I won’t forget
the x-ray of Kelly’s stomach with
the tooth brush stuck inside. The
vet was able to perform an
endoscopic procedure to retrieve
the toothbrush. From that point
forward, we have teeth cleaning
done professionally by the vet.
Thanksgiving 2019 was at our
house. My wife had prepared the
rolls and my bright idea was to
place them in a closet next to a
heater to let them rise. Somehow,
Our current dog Kelly, an
the closet door got opened.
English spaniel
Well, Kelly went into the closet
and consumed five rising rolls. She was running around drunk due
to the fermentation; the yeast was growing larger in her stomach.
We made a trip to the emergency vet office and her stomach was
pumped. We and Kelly were home for Thanksgiving dinner with
the family. Fortunately, the pet insurance we had started getting
a few dogs ago covered half of the $1,000 bill for this episode.
Lastly, my wife’s single brother passed away and left behind an
eight-year-old Dachshund named Peanut. We, of course, adopted
Peanut into our family. She was a very sweet dog and liked to sleep
under the bedcovers. One day, I was slowly walking Peanut across
the street when a boy on his bike rode by and asked “Is he a Leader
Dog?” I replied no that she was a “wiener dog”. I still laugh when
I think about that encounter. We had Peanut for another eight
wonderful years.
So, we now have one dog, Kelly. She may be our last dog. But one
never knows….▼
Sally Gal
Though not mine she is my Sally Gal
And longs to be my friend, my pal
She is golden in color with long wavy hair
And good with kids that show her care
She is a companion that can only exist
To be man’s best friend who no one can resist
She can fetch all of the children’s toys
But doesn’t bark or make much noise
She loves to eat
And will never pass up a treat
She is smart and can run like the wind
Who shows others what it is to be a friend
Yes she is also my Sally Gal
And she is most certainly my pal
Michael Flannery

I am an avid collector of sports memorabilia,
a dog lover, and enjoy golf, fishing, music, and
attending grandkids activities. A 20-year poetry
writer, I joined Vintage Views in 2018 writing
poems and stories ever since. I hope readers
enjoy these as much as I enjoy writing them.
It’s a great opportunity and venue.
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Would have wanted one just like big Zeke
By Jean Waid
When our son David was a student at MSU, he took in a tiny black
puppy. Someone was giving him away at a grocery store, and he fit
into the palm of one hand.
This puppy became a 116-pound
black lab with beautiful pale blue
husky eyes that stood out like neon
on his handsome black face. Zeke
was named after Zeke the Wonder
Dog who entertained Spartan
stadium football fans by catching a
frisbee on looong-distance throws.
Zeke showed up at our house when
David no longer had a place to keep
him. We already had an older dog
that helped us raise our three sons. We were not in the market for
another dog, but if we had wanted another dog, we would have wanted
one just like Zeke.

I

t was love at first sight with Zeke, and our adventures began. The
first day he came to live with us, he walked around the perimeter
of our family room, looking back at me as if uncertain he was
welcome or wanted to be here.
...One time Zeke was in our basement and would not stop barking
nor come upstairs. We soon learned that David’s big black hairy
tarantula was out of his cage and heading up the basement stairs. I
was certain that tarantula was heading for our bedroom on the second
floor and that big Zeke was afraid of that little big spider. My husband
Roger insisted Zeke was just trying to warn us that Terry was out of
his cage and needed to be imprisoned again.
...Once our son accidentally hit a squirrel while driving and felt
terrible. He brought the squirrel home to help it get better. The
squirrel had recovered only to be chased around the house by Zeke.
Our house looked like it had been ransacked when I arrived home.
Our son took the squirrel to the Humane Society for help and left a
donation. He phoned the Humane Society several times to inquire
about the squirrel.
...Zeke loved riding in our van. He would start off in the back seat
and inch his way to the front. One third of Zeke would be on my lap
with the rest hanging over on either side. Comfortable, he would fall
asleep. He was so content and peaceful; it would seem cruel to move
a muscle and disturb his sleep. Oh, the pain of remaining in one
position under his great weight! Typically, when we would stop at
a rest stop, it was not on Zeke’s schedule until we were on the exit
ramp back to the expressway. He would begin barking “out”!
...Spinach pie is a delicious favorite of ours and a challenge to make
with several layers of phyllo dough. Our son and daughter-in-law
would stay at our house taking care of Zeke when we were away.
To welcome us home one time, my daughter-in-law thoughtfully
made a whole spinach pie for us to enjoy when we arrived home.
And then they had to leave. Unfortunately, Zeke ate the whole thing
before we arrived home. On the up side, he had no ill effects from the
unfamiliar food.
...A memorable event occurred when we were traveling with Zeke in
our RV while in Florida. We were staying at Wilderness Campground
in Disney World. On one occasion, we left Zeke in our RV with food,
water, and air conditioning just long enough to ride the monorail to
Epcot Center and back without stopping. After that, Zeke absolutely
refused to enter our RV and slept in our car; fortunately, after the sun
went down the air was cool and comfortable at night.

...On my birthday one February, my husband granted my wish to
walk Zeke on a golf course instead of the nature trail. There, Zeke
could run to his heart’s content without being on a leash. Zeke and
I hopped out of the car and while my husband parked the car, Zeke
raced ahead and down a hill to check out a doberman pinscher. I
anticipated the need to stop a dog fight and tried to hurry down an
icy grass hill. I slipped and fell and slid down that hill with my leg
underneath me, breaking an ankle bone. The dogs were fine.

Z

eke was a gentle
and loving soul
and the opposite of a
watchdog. However,
his big bark and
big size served as
a deterrent should
anyone have
any-thing sinister
in mind for us.
Once we were at
a food festival on
Grand Boulevard in
Detroit. We soon realized that strangers would avoid coming near us
and some actually crossed the street to avoid us. Of course, Zeke was
on a leash. However they treated this huge, beautiful black lab with
pale blue husky eyes with fear or respect.
What fond memories we have of our twelve years with special Zeke
who enhanced our lives so lovingly.▼

Ode to the Ginger Snap Tree
On my way home from the grocery store
I spilled ginger snaps on the car floor
I tossed them under our garden apple tree
Zeke was as elated as a dog could be
On his next outing he quickly found
Tasty ginger snaps all over the ground
Ever since when Zeke went out for fresh air
He looked for fallen ginger snaps there
Jean Waid

I enjoyed contributing to high school and college
papers as well as local papers. After reading the
Vintage Views stories by others, I was inspired
beginning in 2004 to share some of my travels,
humorous events, and poetry. I proudly write
about my husband Roger, our three adult sons,
five precious grandchildren, and 40 years in
Rochester Hills. It's a joy to contribute to this
publication with other writers and poets.
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Seabright’s Witty Rules for Projects

4 Possible Answers to Angles Puzzle
G

By Sam Seabright
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Puzzle by Sam Seabright
on page 12.

•

No project is as simple as first imagined.

•

Projects always cost more and take much longer than
anticipated.

•

The instructions may be inadequate, confusing, or written in
non-English dialect.

•

Usually there are missing parts or extra parts.

•

Every project will require multiple trips to:
Basement or garage.
The hardware store.
Wife for approvals or changes.

G

A
M

SPRING 2022

M

•

The wife or owner always wants changes.

•

Each change after the project is started will cost triple.

•

Contractors will cut corners.
Corollary 1: Contractors will use cheaper materials than
anticipated.

A

Corollary 2: Contractors love projects to be unsupervised
by the owner or engineer.

G
N

•

Contractors would rather deal with accountants (who pay the
bills) than engineers (who want the project done right).

•

Murphy’s Law applies: Whatever can go wrong, will go wrong.

•

Sam’s “Rules” may be truth…with a chuckle….▼

A “simple” deck repair turned into this...

I am a retired Environmental Manager and
Engineer. Since 2008 I have written a variety
of articles and poems for the Vintage Views and
also do layouts and proofreading for publication.
I often write about woodworking, photography,
home improvements, the environment, and
day-to-day occurrences.
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The Capitol’s Empty Crypt
By Richard Dengate
On December 4, 1783, George Washington
bade farewell to his Continental Army
officers while in Fraunces Tavern in New
York, celebrating over several pints of ale.
Three months before, the final battle of the
American War of Independence took place
at Yorktown, Virginia, with the surrender of
British General Cornwallis on October 19,
1781. The war was officially concluded with
the Treaty of Paris on September 3, 1783,
which established the independent sovereign
United States of America.

I

t was now essential that a civil government
be established. The Continental Congress
soon drew up, and the new states adopted the
Articles of Confederation. As time went on
it became apparent that the Articles were
inadequate in that they provided no central
leadership. There was no executive and no
national currency. Congress could not raise
an army, and a process to determine foreign
policy was lacking.
A meeting of the Continental Congress was
called to amend the Articles. The delegates
soon realized that merely amending the
Articles would not eliminate the political
impotence. The delegates then proceeded to
write an entirely new document during the
hot summer of 1787. The product was the
United States Constitution. After signing the
new document Benjamin Franklin walked
out of the hall on to Walnut Street. He was
approached by a Mrs. Powel who asked him:

“Well Dr. Franklin, what kind of government
have you given us?” He replied: “A republic
madam, if you can keep it!” The Constitution
was ratified two years later in 1789, and
George Washington was elected President.
He served two terms, retiring in 1797.
He and Martha returned to Mount Vernon
where he looked forward to resuming the
life of a country gentleman tilling the soil.
He remained the most important figure in
the country. Newspapers wrote about him
on matters of public affair; there was a
constant stream of guests and visitors to
Mount Vernon. The estate eventually became
a popular gathering spot. It was said that he
and Martha very rarely dined alone.

U

nfortunately George Washington was to
have a very brief retirement—only two
and a half years. One cold and wintery day
he went out riding to supervise farming
activities. After several hours, it began to rain
and shortly the rain turned to sleet. He arrived
home to several dinner guests and, not
wanting to keep them waiting any longer, did
not change into dry clothing. A few days later
he began to run a fever and breathing became
difficult. He requested to be bled, a popular
therapy at the time. The doctors complied,
and he was bled four times losing 40% of
his blood. This further weakened him. On
December 14, 1799, he gradually suffocated
to death between 10 p.m. and 11 p.m.

it now seems that it was a swollen epiglottis
(an infection of the cartilage covering his
windpipe) that was the cause of his death.
In those days there was great fear of being
buried alive. Stories circulated about people
being buried prematurely. Washington had
directed that he not be buried until three days
after he died. Further, his body was to be
placed in a tomb at Mount Vernon.
There was a popular feeling that George
Washington should be buried in the Capitol.
Martha
resisted but
finally agreed.
However,
in 1799, the
Capitol was
still under
construction
and would not Washington’s tomb, Capitol.gov
be completed
until 1811. The crypt one floor below the
rotunda would not be finished until 1827. By
that time the owner of Mount Vernon refused
to allow Washington’s remains to be moved.
Today the crypt remains empty.▼
It was natural to join the
Vintage Views staff being
a former high school and
university teacher and an
author of a memoir and family
legacy and of my 50 years in
the classroom. Now I write
mostly about economics
and history.

Several theories have been advanced over
the years regarding the cause of death,
pneumonia being the most popular. However,

“Undoors” and “Unstairs”
By Hans Koseck

However, there is the problem that sometimes there are no doors,
at all, only exits and entrances. A person stuck in that situation is
considered to be undoors.

T

We are usually referring to doors that are on or near the ground.
A woman passenger in a plane at 35,000 feet has no idea whether
she is in-doors or out-of-doors. It’s doors near the ground that usually
determine “door status.”

A lot of innovations and improvements have been
made in regard to our geographical positioning.
However, the old system to pinpoint where we are
is mostly still in effect. A person can only be in one
of two places at one time, indoors or out-of-doors.
The physical border between those two places in
which a person can be, is the door or are doors.

A game spectator at the “Big House” in Ann Abor cannot say whether
they are in-doors or out-of-doors. There are no doors in sight.

If a person is outside of the doors, he or she is considered to be
out-of-doors. If the person is inside the doors, she or he is considered
to be in-of-doors, or in-doors, for short.

Erroneously, then there’s the floor location. If you’re at the bottom
of the stairs that may be considered the first floor. That would only
be true if there is no basement that always has some kind of a floor.

There should be no question to answer whether a man is in-doors or
out-of-doors when the doors are nearby. But sometimes the physical
doors may be far away and he is not sure.

This, I hope, makes it all clear! ▼

here was a company dealing in doors. I went
there to buy one, but they were all out of doors,
both in-doors and out-of-doors, not one door in sight.

In order to recalibrate his position he can stop at a highway
“Rest Area” and look at the map. There is an X and the message
“You are here.” He can look at himself and agree: “Yes, I am here!”
So he is assured of his location. He sees the doors of the facility, and
he knows that he is here and out-of-doors until he goes in-of-doors.

Out-of-doors and Undoors have no elevation limits. They can be wide
and open and high and low. The In-of-doors position, in contrast, is
additionally dependent on stairs. A person has to be either upstairs or
downstairs or in the middle, logically called unstairs.

We writers invent and compose. I dream,
I think, I originate, I weigh, I splash in
the stream of consciousness, I research,
I prove, I create. Sometimes I try to
be funny. Sometimes I share true
experiences. Be my readers!
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NEWS UPDATE FROM THE POLKA DOT PRESS...ROSIES ARE TURNING 100!
By Alyson Denyer
uch a milestone for so many of these
special ladies. Clara Doutly was celebrated
in October 2021 at the Detroit Gaelic League,
which also turned 100 last year. Clara left Cass
Technical High School in 1939 to rivet B-29
bombers at Briggs Manufacturing in Detroit.
She was one of the first African-American
Rosies. Clara married after the war and never
finished high school. At the party, Cass Tech
surprised her with an honorary diploma, citing
“leadership and a can-do attitude” worthy of
that honor. And we all know Rosies exemplify
both! Read more about Clara’s special
celebration online. The Detroit Free Press and
WDIV (Channel 4 in Detroit) both highlighted
her with stories and photos.
There is simply not enough space to tell readers
about all the ARRA (American Rosie the
Riveter Association) activities from the last
several months. Suffice it to say they have not
let a little thing like the pandemic keep them
down! From sea to shining sea, our Rosies,
Rosebuds (daughters and granddaughters) and
Rivets (husbands, sons and grandsons) have
been busy as bees. I will focus on our three
Michigan chapters.
Willow Run Chapter, Ypsilanti, Michigan,
jumped into action in May with participation
in the Memorial Day Parade hosted by the city
of Royal Oak. In June the Rosies were guests

S

of honor at a Wings and Wheels gala at the
Yankee Air Museum. Also in June, Rosies
and Rosebuds greeted the public and manned
tables at a Rosie the Riveter craft show in
Ypsilanti, followed by a picnic.
On July 8, the Chapter sponsored a WWII
Greatest Generation Reunion at the Oakland
County International Airport. Rosies and
veterans received framed proclamations and
shared the spotlight with the WWII Diamond
Lil B-24 Liberator bomber on full display.
Diamond Lil is the world’s oldest flying World
War II four-engine bomber, having recently
been lovingly restored. It was built in San
Diego, but Ypsilanti can boast completion of
8,685 B-24 Liberators at Willow Run Airport!
The chapter ended summer with a “Ring a Bell
for Rosie” event on Labor Day.
WOW Chapter, Eastern Michigan helped
honor First Responders with “Operation Thank
You” On the 11th of September at Selfridge Air
Museum in Harrison Township, Michigan,
by riding in on a tank, right arms raised in
quintessential Rosie fashion! Prior to that,
August 13, found Rosies sharing stories at the
Imlay City Historical Museum’s festival where
a Rosie exhibit is now on display, including a
new Rosie rose garden outside. I cannot fail to
mention the Chapter’s partnership with the
Indigo lavender farm, also in Imlay City,

where 15 new Rosie rosebushes will bloom
this summer, adding a new vibe for tours
and events.
Cheboygan/Emmett Counties Chapter is in
full polka dot swing, busily interviewing Rosies
and documenting their stories—a new one
every month. Members have served as docents
at the icebreaker Mackinaw Maritime Museum
and opened a Rosie the Riveter exhibit to honor
the women who helped build the icebreaker in
1943. July brought participation in parades and
a Rosie re-enactment. August saw new
rosebushes dedicated at the Cheboygan County
offices, attended by Rosies and their relatives.
Labor Day rang in with “Ring a Bell for Rosie”
and volunteering at the Labor Day Bridge Walk
on the Mackinac Bridge spanning the Straits
of Mackinac.
Sadly, over 275 Rosies passed away in 2020
and 2021.
The headline of the ARRA newsletter, “Rosie’s
Mail Call,” reads: Rosie Legacy Standing
Strong. It does, dear readers, and it will.▼
ARRA continues to honor new Rosies with their
stories, even posthumously.
Did your mother, sister, or aunt help with the war
effort? Any capacity qualifies for recognition, even
rolling bandages and collecting metal. Information
and applications are available at rosietheriveter.net.

